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1. The Strong InteractlonsCrlsls In the F1ftles

The successesof OED In the late Fortles,coupledwlth the dlscovery
of the plons, confirmingYukawa's (andStueckelberg's)prognostlcatlon
for the Strong Interactions,generatedthe hope that somethlngslmllar
to OED :couldbe achlevedfor that strongnuclearforce, uslng nucleons
and plons Insteadof electronsand photons. Abdus Salem managedto
prove that the method of Renormallzatloncould indeedbe adaptedto the
new structure. Unfortunately,In one of the flrst appllcatlonsof the
method of D1sperslonRelatlons,whlch Gall-Mannand Goldbergerhad
cooptedfrom optics into PartlclePhyslcs,Habershalmcalculatedthe
plonnucleon coupling, obtaining g'/4_ = 15, a value excluding any 1dee
of using perturbation techniques for the new force. Under the charisma-
tlc Influence of G. Chew, the USAWest Coast abandonedRelativistic
Quantum Fleld Theory (ROFT) altogether, vestlng lts hopes In "S Matrlx
Theory", the nameselected for Dispersion Relations, when reformulated
as a fundamental theory, with no RQFTtn the background. One of the
authors of this article (Yuval Ne'e_n) was a student of Salem's at
Imperial College tn 1958-61 and can testify to the paramount position of
RQFTIn Salem's thinking. As a matter of fact, the three students who
got thelr Ph.D. In 1961-62 are a testimonial to Salem's full-breadth
approach: R. Streater plunged lnto Axiomatic Field Theory, C. Lovelace
worked In Dispersion Relations and Ne'eman was encouraged to follow hls
Inclination and concentrate on symmetries, wlth ROFTas guldlng para-
di3m. In the mid-sixties, Salem initiated programs centering on non-
linear Lagranglans, on Bore1Summablllty as a replacment of the usual
perturbation techniques, etc., all the whlle stlcklng by ROFT.

Meanwhile, there was no theory for the Strong Interactions, except
for the wealth of results derlvlng from SU(3) and quarks. These could
be put In a compact form tn a 'phenomenologlcal" RQFTwhich was shownby
Schwlnger and Nelnberg to reproduce even the results of Current Algebra;
the latter had been originally formulated In an independent manner -
Ge11-Mann's answer to the West Coast taboo on ROFT. The phenomenologlcal
model Included right from the start gauge vector meson couplings: both
original Etghtfold Way SU(3) proposals (YN's and Ge11-Mann's) had been
inspired by the Yang-Mills mechanismand by a 1960 paper based on tt, by
the late J.J. Sakural, "Vector Theory of the Strong Interactions" which
made a convincing case for the existence of universally coupled vector
mesons for Isosptn and Hypercharge and for their role.

The other ad hoc treatment was provided by the systemattcs of Regge
trajectories, again abstracting a pattern from phenomenology, as In the
case of SU(3). Actually, the dynamical input assumedIn "S-Matrix Theory"
having been abstracted from generalized Yukawadynamics, bore no resem-
blance to the phenomenological picture. The Regge sequences of the
Chew-Frautschl plot turned out to be straight lines J - Ma, wlth the
appearance of going on indefinitely, somewhat ltke those of a harmonic
oscillator.
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2. Salam's Strong Gravlty

In the hunt for hadron resonance particles, opened around 1960 by
the Alvarez bubble chamber group's discovery of the vector mesons,
spreading everywhere later, the fo a spin 2 stat_ with the internal
quantum numbers of the vacuumwas found tn 1962 ". P.G.O. Freund
polnted out the similarity wlth the gravlton and the universality
features J;hereb¥ lnduced, In a Dispersion Relations 'pole dominance'
context _. Several_years later, the Idea was revtved by Cabtbbo,
Horwltz and Ne'eman J ('CHN") and by Oelbourgo, Salm and Strathdee 4.
CHNdisplayed highly successful predictions based on 'universal' 1" and
2+ Regge couplings (Including the P_ron, wtth the gravlton's quantum
numbers) emulating YaDg-Mtlls and Gravity theories. In 1970, Zsham,
Salem and Strathdee _ , taklng thelr cue from the discussion of p-Y
mtxlng In the context of hadron electrodynamlcs, adapted the 1dee to
'f-g mlxlng" for hadron gravlty, whlle st111 motivated by the dominance
argument.

In 1973, QCDwas adopted as the paradlgmal foundation of the Strong
Interactions. t'Hooft's success In coagulating the task of renormllzlng
the Yang-Nllls Interaction had opened the way for As3nnptotlc Freedom,
proved by Gross and Wllczek and by Polltzer as well as by t'Hooft him-
self. The proven As:_nptottc Freedom of the theory appeared to provtde a
good explanation of the Quark Node1 results, by providing for a 'very
weak' coupling of the quarks within the hadron ttself, whtle neverthe-
less making the quarks stt tn an 'tn_)osstbl$ deep' potential - t.e. a
possibility of confinement. RQFThad already been rehabilitated and
restored to Its regal posltlon tn 1971, for the Electroweak Interaction.
S-14atrlx theory becamea historical rellc. Apparently, the error had
been In making a RQFTof nucleons and mesonsrather than one of quarks
and gluons.

At the same tlme, It was st111 hard to see how the new theory could
reproduce some of the other features of Strong Interactions - especially
the spectrum of Regge sequences -whtch had tndeed been successfully
reproduced by the 1968-73 candidate theory, namely the Strlng.

Salem was not entirely satisfied wtth the new paradtgra. It was
hard to see how the theory could lndeed reproduce the successes of the
Strtng. Confinement (a "natural" In the Strtng, a theory modeled on
harmonlc oscillators) was not proven, except on a lattlce (thls ts st111
the state of affalrs In 1993.). Ordlnary hadron-hadron forces, whlch
had been understood In terms of vartous mesonexchanges, would Just have
to be poslted - wlth the assumptionthat the entlre Quark Model could be
reproduced by QCD. Salem trled to flnd an Improvement on _D, such as
would complete tt as the theory of Strong Interactions ($I). I thtnk
Salem's presentation In January 1977, at the 14arshakAnniversary
Conference o contains the most eloquent argumentation for the need to
add a gravity-like componentto 0C0, for a complete description of S[.
He suggests equivalent roles for spln 1 (the gluons) and spln Z
(f-gravity) In SI, Just as they appeared In the String (_1.1 for open,
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J-2 for closed strlngs),both belng essentlalto the reno_11zablllty
of the theory. Sl are presentedas a "11nk"betweenunlflcatlonwlth the
ElectroweakInteractlons,wlthln a GUT medlatedby J-I connectlons,and
unlflcatlonwlth Gravlty (f-gunlflcatlon)throughc_on medlatlonby
J-2 connectlons. Salam especlallydlscussedthe posslb111tyof derlvlng
conflnementfrom a quantlzedsollton-11kesolutlonof f-gravlty.

One way of Implementlngthls schemewas to gauge the tensor-
completionof LorentzSL(2,C)wlth color SU(3) - a return to the
SU(6)-typestructuresof 1964-65,now wlth SL(6,C),tl]e^gauglng,
however,doing away wlth the variousno-go theorems /'_ , a11 proven
for global symmetrles. The model has been pursuedby $1varm and Slnha
In a ser.l_s of papers slnce 1973; we refer the reader to thetr 1979
revlew lu

That the $trtng, born as a theory of the S% (1967-73) could then
metamorphose lnto a theory of Quantum Gravlty (unlfled wlth a11 other
forces - a TOE) ls yet another example of the basic resemblances between
hadron dynamtcs and Gravity,

3. Potncar6 and (Metric) Afflne Gravity and Strong Interactions

In 1977, Y. Ne'eman started a collaboration with F._,_, Heh] and his
collaborators at Cologne. The latter had furthered the understanding of
Torsion In gravitational theories, Including generalizations of
Elnsteln-Cartan in the Klbble-Sclama version, l.e. theories wtth local
but non-propagating torsion, They had then tried _o generalize thls
approach Into a Metrlc-Afflnetheory.

To startwith, they had been wonderingabout extendingthe angular
momentum tensorcurrent,to includethe symmetric(shear)part. Y.
Ne'eman realizedthatwhat Hehl et al. were after was somethingthat had
alreadybeen constructedand analyzed In 1965by him, wlth Gell-Mannand
the late Yossef Dothan ii (in a paper which also suggestedSL(6,C)c
U(6,6)),for the descriptionof Regge sequencesin the hadron spectrum
in a spln-unltaryspln unification;In the same paper, however,they had
suggestedapplyingSL(3,R)for the Regge trajectoriesthemselvesand for
quadrupolarexcitationsin nuclei.

In this work on Regge and nuclearbands, Ne'emanand hls coauthors
had noticeda relationshipwlth gravity- the Regge sequencesrepresent
the quasi-conservation of the time-derivatives of gravitational quadru-
poles; the nuclear sequences had also Involved moments of inertia.
Somehow, the SI managedto relateto Gravity In a varietyof ways. What
Hehl et al. also needed In order to make progresswas a way of repre-
sentingsplnors In an Afflne plcture,l.e. representatlonsof the
double-coverlngof SL(4,R),whlch were supposednot to exist (andare
still said not to exlst In many texts on Gravity). In 1978, Ne'eman
proved the existence of the double covering and constructed some of tts
representations 12-14 . Slnce that tlme, Mtckelsson and Ne'eman have
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also developed the theory of "world spJnors' 15-16 , thus going beyond
the'anholonornlc" (tangent space) SL(4,R) spJnors.

The work of Ne'emanwlth Hehl and hls group also Included an
attempt to study the dynamics deriving from LagrangJans quadratic in

curvature and torsion, later adding Non-Metr_Jty, the appropriate fieldstrength relatingto shear. In this work ' they found that the
quadraticPoincar_Gauge Theory Lagranglanalreadyproducesconfinement,
at the classicallevel; 11ke Salem, YN thoughtof gravityas contri-
buting to the SI.

Of course,the variousSuperunlflcatlonschemesbased on 8ZN>I a11
containsectorsconnectingGravityand Sl, as well as the Electroweak.
Note that the quantizationof electriccharge and the cancellationof
Chlral Anomaliesbetweenquarks and leptonsIn each generationst111
requirea GUT, such as the Salam-PatJmodel etc., l.e beyond the
simplestSU(5) (invalidatedby the protondecay lifetlmelower bound) or
SuperGUT,as a unifyingand constrainingstructure. There is thus a
high probabilltythat such sectors,relatlngSl and gravity,w111 some
day be identified. So much more so, shouldthe String returnfrom its
presenteclipseand redominatethe physicssky.

4. Chromogravlty

Meanwhile,however,the StandardModel paradigmrequires"low-
energy"(<IO*GeV)hadron physics(-Sl) to be fully describedby QCD. We
bellevethat recentwork by the authorsof thls paper has managed to
isolateand identifya specificcategoryof elements in the Infrared
(IR) regionof QCD which are preciselyresp_nslblefor all those aspects
of hadronphysicswhich appearedto Salem o to requirethe interven-
tion of gravity. These elementsindeedgeneratean analog to gravity,a
J-Z "chromogravlton"or "pseudo-gravlton"whose action effectively
generatesSalem's"StrongGravity"or hls 'f-gravity',withouthaving to
introducethe theoryas an additionalinput. Salem'sdynamicsshould
then be regardedas "effective',resulting,however,from elements
within QCD Itself. We are thus not yet drawingfrom those bridgingele-
ments of the Superuniflcatlontheorywhich connectEinstein'sand
Newton's Gravity to the SI. Everything - including those features of
hadrondynamicswhich were reproducedby the String,anothergravlta-
tlonallystructuredtheory- resultsfrom a class of Feynmandiagrams In
OCD. ThiS Is our "Chromogravlty"or :_s_wdo-Gravity',which we present
in broad lines in the next sections -I_U.

QCDls often comparedwlth QED, confinement then appearing as a
case of tnftntte Ionization energy. In this analogy, hadrons correspond
to neutra| atoms or molecules - and the lnter-hadron forces to those
responsible e.g. for the blndlng of atoms wtthln molecules. From atomic
and molecularphysics,we know that these Involvethree levels:

- Heteropolar (ionic) molecules, made of ions (e.g. Na+ + CI"), atomic
(e.g. He + He _ He2) and Van.der Waals. The binding of q+Q lnto mesons,
or of q+q+q tnto baryons, is very much like the heteropolar case,
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Coulomb-like• The maklng of nuclel from nucleons, on the other hand, is
very much 11ke the case of the atomic molecules, Involving electron
exchange forces, In QCD, the exchange Involves mesons, quark-anttquark
b_ nd palrs. It ls a short range force, like other exchange forces•

Is there then also an analog to the Van der Weals forces? Weknow
from the complex-J plane analysis that Regge trajectories do not repre-
sent Yukawa-plon effects, as had originally been conjectured. The exci-
tations represent AJ • 2 Jumps, adding angular momentumto the q_and
qqq systems, Moreover, In nuclei there ls direct evidence for a longer-
range componentof QCD, responsible for such excitations as those
studied phenomenologJcally in even-even nuclei: the ground state has
J - 2 and O, the 5+I -6 statesof _be U(6) definingrepresentationof
the "IBM' (Arlma-lachello)model z_ • It thus appearsthat the relevant
agent has the quantumnumbersof a metric gpv In 4 dimensions: the I0
componentsof this symmetrictensorhave J - 2 + I + 0 + O, but I + 0

are cancelledby the Riemannlancondition Do gpv • _ Returningto ourcomparison wtth molecules, we note that the van oar als forces are
represented by an effective Interaction In which two photons are emitted
or reabsorbed at each vertex _( . In QCD, the minima] such contribu-
tion would correspond to the exchange of two gluons wlth J - 1 each.

5• The Emergence of a Gravity-like Mettle from QCD

Do we have componentsof QCDthat might have lon9 range or quasi-
long range? The only posslble candidates would consist In sets of
gluons, provided somegauge condition could preserve their masslessness
to a limited extent• Weare thus again drawn to look at gluon exchanges•

Between hadrons, only colour-neutral exchanges are allowed• The
simplest examples are [Bau ts a gluon, a,b its SU(3) indices, nab ls a
metric (I,••,I)In SU(3),-dabc the SU(3) symmetrlctensor]

G_v " nab Ba_ Bbv (5.1)

G(S)lj,i_2i_, . dabc Ba , Bbl_a Bc _ (5.2)

and more general 1.y

G(n)l_,_a •l_n :• d(n) Ba_ Banljn• aa*..an Basra... (S.3)

where

d(Z)a_a,• nasa, (5.4)

d(n) . da_ qb_c_ nbn-4cn-4a_a:., an a:b _ dc_b:aS"" dcn'4bn'3an-2

nbn-3cn-3 dcn.3an_la n, (5.5)



Let us now analyze the behaviour ot' these effective entitles under the
colour sue3) local gauge. We have for an Infinitesimal variation ({Xb}
ls the appropriate representation of the sue3) algebra matrix _'b)

6¢sap m 81jta + Bbp{_b)aC zC • 8pza + 1 fabc Bb ¢c (5.6a)

where we have used the adjolnt representation

{Xb}ac - -lfba c (S.6b)

We separate the constant componentNap, corresponding to vanishing
fleld strength,

8pNav - 8vNal_- tfabc Nbp NCv (5.7a)

Bap . Nap + Aa_ (5.7b)

from the physical fteld Aap.

We now evaluate the colour sue3) variation of the metric-like Gpv of
equatton (5.1),

_;eGpv- _;e{qab(Nap + Aap)(Nbv + Abv))

. nab(Spca Nbv + Na_ 8vcb + 8pca Abv + Aap 8vcb)

+ lqab {facd BCptd Bbv + fbcd Bap BCv td} (5.8a)

The last bracket vanishes, slnce It represents the homogeneous5U(3)
transformation of the sue3) scalar expression In (5.1)

lfbc d (Bbp BCv + Bop Bbv) td (5.8b)

(more technically, due to the total antlsymmetry of fabc In a compact
group)

Wlth Nau, Nbv, representing constant fields, we rewrite the tams In
which they appear tn terms of a new lnftnltestml variation,

Ep • qab _a Nbp (5.9)

Integrating by parts the terms In Aap, Abv we get

qab (Ea apAbv + 6vAap(b) (5.8c)
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an expression whose Fourier transform vanishes for k_O, 1.e. a contribu-
tion vanishing in the IR (infrared) sector. As a result

6EGpv = BpEv + BvEp " Bp(E° Gov) + Bv(E° Gpo) (5.10)

where we have changed over to the Eo variable of (5.9), and where we can
retdentlfy _;as a variation under a formal lnftnlteslma] R' dlffeomor-
phtsm. Eq. (5.10) is then indeed the variation of a 'world tensor" Gpv
under Einstein's covarlance group, wlth

X0 -b X0 + _0 . X0 + 6XO,

taking Into consideration that Eo has to be defined as a contravartant
vector, playtn9 the role of an "effective" Infinitesimal dlffeomorphtsm
of the physical R_ coordinate. Gpv of eq. (5.1) ls thus a "pseudo-
-metric' or the "chromometrtc" - when focusing on the QCDdynamics in
the IR sector. A necessary condition for a metrtc ts to be non-
degenerate, I.e. lnvertlbl]lty; It ls fu]fllled by Gpv because o1' the
constant part Nap, In (5.1)

Gpv - qab Nap Nbv + ..

which w111 provlde the lnverse in GPv.

The p,_ indices are Lorentz indices, acted upon by the physlca| Lorentz
group. This means that the manifold ts Rlemannlan: only Rlemannlan
manlfo]ds - with or wlthout torsion - have tangent manifolds wlth ortho-
gona] or pseudo-orthogona] symmetry. Thus

DoGpv,, 0 (5.11)

6. Pseudo-allffeomorphlsms

To make sure of the fact that we are Indeed reproducing the group
Dlff(4,R), for whlch the lnvarlant wl|l be supp]led by the above Gpv, we
evaluate the commutator of two _; variations,

[ ]Gpz, •

E'p:" BvE_Ij Ear + 8pElv E'v - 8vEalj Ely " BpE'v EIv (6.1)

and verify that It indeed closes on the covarlance group's commutation
relations.

We now return to the n-g_uon SU(3) scalars G(n)p,p,..pn of eq. (5.3).

We construct an Infinite-dimensional vector space

V :- V[G(2)p_pz , G(3)p_pzpz,.., G(n)p_p=...pn] (6.2)



Wenow deflne an lnflnlte set of fleld dependent algebraic operators

6

L(O)Pv= := d(2la=a= Ba=v= glqa= b Bbp)
(where d(2)a=a= :- qa,a=),

L(1)Pv=v= :- d(3)a=a=a= Ba=v= Ba=v= C
C(na' b sbp)

ooog

L(n)Pv=v= .vn+ 1 :m d(n+2) Ba= Sa=v .Ban+l. a=am..an+l v= =. vn+l C
b 8bp)

(s.3)

whose action on the n-g]uon SU(3) scalars ls

L(O)Pv= G(2)p=p= - 6Pp= G(2)v=p= + COp=G(2) girl'
eee

L(O)pv_ G(m)p_p,..p m . _pp_ G(m)v_p,..p m + COp, s(mlp,v,p,..pm + ..

+ 6PpmG(m)plpi._-lvl
ice

Lln)Pvav= vn+l G(mIp_p=..pm - CPpl G(n+mlv_v=..vn+lp,p, pm+..

+ CPp=G(n+m)p=v=v=vn+tp=..pm +..+ CPlp G(n_n)v=v=..vn+tp=p=o.pm. t.

(6.4)
Wecan nowevaluate the commutator,

[L(m),L(n)] = L(m+n) (6.5)

this ts In fact the lnflntte Ogleve_sk_.algebra of Dtff(4,R) Z3 pro-
- vlded the SU(3) s3nnmetrlc_ensors d(n+z) are untque. %f they are not

(for each grading m), we get an extension of dlff(4,R).

As a resu]t, we note the fact that the set of all no-colour gluon
exchanges foms an lnflnlte representation of the group Dlff(4,R)chro m,
a dynamical active Spectrum Generating Group and passtve s_tr$, ana-

.. logous to Einstein's. The pseudo-metric Spy of eq. (5.1) provides for
the construction of ln_artants, as In 'true" gravtty. Note that the fact
that a gravity-like theory can artse tn this =effective' manner should
be no surprise: In recent times, Adler, Zee and Novozhtlov have proposed
models In whlch "true" graylty Itself also emerges from such an
"effective = mechanism 24-Z6 .

'

.................................................... _ _ _ ..... , ............ _......... . . .............. ........ , .... ............... __



7. Conclusions

In several articles, we have shownhow thls "chromo-gravity'
explains the emergence of Regge trajectories, Including the M=-J linear
behaviour 19 . A calculation of the Ca_mlr operator of _(4,R), the
relevant particle Hilbert space group =Y showedthat there are no
kinematical constraints on the manlfleld representations classifying the
hadron spectrum 28,29 .

Wehave also been able to reproduce 20 the emergence of J=Z+O
degenerate states Jn even-even nuclel as the fundamental excitation of
proton-proton and neutron-neutron pairs, i.e. the ground state end
postulated synTnetry of the Ar)_a-Iachello "IBM" nuclear model Z1 . For
hadrons, we have also shown zu that chromo-gravity predicts colour
confinement (1/p _ propa_a_Rrs) and explains the SL(4,R) classification
of hadron resonances =o,== with its good flt end tts dynmlcal orlgln,
also related to confinement. Salam's 1971 intuition Js entirely vin-
dicated in that tt is a gravity-like componentwhtch reproduces these
specJflc features.

Wewish Abdus Salam good health and a continuation of hts creatlve
work. One of us (Yuval Ne'eman) would particularly ltke to thank hlm
for his open door at Imperial College, which nk_deJt easter for Ne'eman
to shortcut and though entering physics at a relatively late stage In
life, go stralght to the heart of the matter.
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